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This paper analyzes the major transformations experienced by the
advertising production industry during the pandemic in 2020 and defines
how content creation will be influenced in the years to come.
This year’s trends are influenced by the increased demand for more
content, innovations in content creation (specifically tailored for
ecommerce) and the shift toward centralized marketing operations.
Highlights include the need for more robust digital asset management
(DAM) systems, efficient processes to source and onboard fit-for-purpose
production partners, and the increasingly vital role of data taxonomy and
governance in a modern content creation ecosystem. The primary theme
around these trends is that marketers must “challenge everything” they
know about traditional content creation in order to stay ahead of the
curve and optimize their production efforts for the future.
APR’s Founder and CEO, Jillian Gibbs, says “2020 gave us an opportunity
to evolve as an industry – which is a good thing, because I don’t believe
that the traditional production model was serving the needs of today’s
marketers.”
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CONTEXT:

The accelerated digital transformation of 2020 resulted in brands moving
well beyond the status quo when it comes to content creation. The
industry adapted as the world paused and live-action productions and inperson experiences came to a halt.
Recent data shows that we vaulted five years forward in consumer and
business digital adoption in just eight weeks (source). Consumers were in
constant digital immersion, necessitating innovative approaches for
content creation.
As a result, we have witnessed an increase in the quantity of assets
needed to be produced across mediums and a substantial demand for
targeted experiential messaging that is data-driven, relevant, and
occasion-based.
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TREND:

Marketing organizations are focusing on finding ways to produce more
content with the same (or smaller) budget, investing heavily in smarter
productions to support having a strong omni-channel presence. This
means that it is necessary to define a different approach to production to
achieve content at scale.
•

Top-of-the-Funnel includes broad reach and mass media assets, such
as high-end storytelling and purpose-driven content (for example,
anthemic campaigns, content around sustainability or DE&I, etc.). We
are also seeing brands investing in long-form content to leverage
entertainment platforms, along with an increase in purpose-driven
content to build consumer communities via earned media. Note: For
the first time ever, we are seeing a downward trend in producing
high-end television commercials.

•

Middle- & Lower-Funnel includes personalized, mass-produced assets
to drive relevance and increase conversions. We are witnessing hyper
& exponential growth of the middle- and lower-funnel assets, which
means we are seeing a lot more volume in social media micro
content, ecommerce, CRM, and 1:1 personalized assets.
CONTENT PRODUCTION FUNNEL

TOP-OF-FUNNEL

HIGH-END STORYTELLING
PURPOSE-DRIVEN CONTENT

MIDDLE FUNNEL

BOTTOM FUNNEL

CONVERSION-DRIVEN
PERSONALIZED CONTENT
MASS-PRODUCED ASSETS
MICRO-CONTENT
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01. TURNING UP THE VOLUME
Challenging Top-to-Bottom Content Production Approaches
PREDICTION:

Marketers will begin strategically planning and implementing end-to-end
creative production approaches specific to the type of assets needed.
Unlike the past, where brands frequently led with top-of-the-funnel
content, marketers will instead lead from the middle and lower levels of
the funnel to ensure all asset requirements are met within budget to
support their marketing plans.
This means that brands will seek more efficient ways to produce content
at scale, especially the high-volume assets required for real-time,
personalized campaigns.
APR recommends being mindful of the potential to sacrifice quality to
achieve content at scale to support these volume needs.
Lastly, brands will continue to engage in meaningful work around
Sustainability and DE&I. Consumers will continue to expect more from
brands, and advertisers will become better at raising awareness and
taking action to create a more equitable and responsible industry - such
as increasing DE&I efforts both in front of and behind the camera and
implementing best practices for eco-friendly productions.

“
“All advertising will ultimately incorporate some form of digital
component in the future.”
- Marc Pritchard, CBO of Procter & Gamble
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CONTEXT:

The acceleration of ecommerce due to stay-at-home orders led to the
merging of content, commerce, and community. Due to COVID-19, we are
witnessing the production of more assets used for shopability (with athome virtual shopping experiences) and the intersection of livestreaming & ecommerce (source). The live-commerce industry, alone, was
worth $170B in China in 2020 (source); the equivalent of 2X the global box
office, today.
Here are a few real-world examples of these emerging ecommerce
offerings in action:
Amazon Explore Services (personal shopping)
Shopify partnering with FB, Pinterest, YouTube, and TikTok
Google Shoploop
FB Live Shopping

•
•
•
•
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TREND:

Ecommerce is shifting away from simple online stores to more immersive
brand experiences. One example is Walmart’s Wonder Lab, which
demonstrates real-time product discovery through the unboxing and
playing with toys in a virtual space.
Virtual social influencers are now a common reality. These 3-D virtual
characters have real following on social media, and some are represented
- and even "employed" - as actual people. For example, Lil Miquela is a
computer-generated influencer who works with some of the world’s top
fashion brands like Prada, Dior, and Calvin Klein.
The Content Creation Trend is that these innovative ecommerce offerings
require new approaches to production. Marketers must consider the
production approaches to live streaming, virtual experiences, augmented
reality (AR), mixed reality (MR), 360-degree product imaging, interactive
video, and immersive product experiences.

3M INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS

2.9M TIKTOK FOLLOWERS
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02. ECOMMERCE: CARTS LOADED
WITH INNOVATION
Challenging Outdated Ecommerce Content Production
PREDICTION:

With 1st party data as a high priority, personalized screen content will need
to be as compelling as real-world experiences. The video gaming industry
will continue to lead innovation in virtual and mixed reality content.
We predict that live commerce, an increased use of influencer talent, and
virtual stores will thrive in 2021. Social media will have the greatest impact
on ecommerce, and brands will experience an increased demand for micro
content and real-time social commerce optimizations.
Consequently, marketers will lean more heavily into application and web
development skills. A new breed of marketers will thrive as well-versed
professionals in the convergence of IT & Marketing.
We also expect to see the new birth of production companies offering endto-end solutions to meet technology requirements for ecommerce
platforms. Production companies will be more willing to commit to
volume, creating a higher demand for (and acceptance of) retainer models.
Lastly, we expect to see more technology solutions to make ecommerce
production more efficient. For example, one of the benefits of the
Accenture/CreativeDrive acquisition was the placement of the film studio
closer to the factory to eliminate the shipping of products and increase
speed to market.

63%

Influencers are thriving in the distribution of these
brand experiences. 63% of marketers intend to increase
their influencer marketing budget in 2021. (Source)
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CONTEXT:

The pandemic allowed marketers to consider a broader view of their
content creation ecosystems and ask, “Based on where we are going, how
can we do this better?” APR has observed that most marketers are
seeking more control of their content creation, resulting in agility, quality,
and efficiencies throughout production.
Consequently, marketers are placing more emphasis on centralizing
some of the many responsibilities that used to lie with individual
agencies, such as managing talent rights and payments, vendor
relationships on contracts, music licensing, and stock usage rights. the
governance of the modern content creation ecosystem requires new
processes for what gets produced, by whom, and how, and getting the
balance right between in-house content creation teams and external
creative and production partners.
“Brands are reclaiming control of responsibilities
that used to lie with individual agencies…”
VENDOR
RELATIONSHIPS

USAGE
RIGHTS

RIGHTS
MANAGEMENT

BRAND

AGENCY
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TREND:

APR has observed an increase in client-side centers of excellence (COE’s
or steering committees) that bring multiple stakeholders together from
different departments to produce assets in a smarter and more efficient
way.
This dismantling of internal client-side silos allows marketing
organizations to connect all five prongs of content creation (media,
creative, production, data, and technology) for more streamlined
approaches to content creation, ensuring that every component of their
marketing spend is working smarter and harder.
We are simultaneously observing an increased need for the Agency
Management Role within Marketing Operations. This is a role which
typically resides between marketing, procurement, and agency partners,
managing the Supplier Relationship Management (SRM) strategy.
There is increased utilization of integrated teams, often led by Marketing
Operations, where Marketing, Project Management, and Procurement &
Sourcing work together to define content development strategies.
Finally, we are observing more brands openly and intentionally engaging
directly with production companies (without using a traditional agency as
their sourcing expert). As a result, there is no buffer between marketer
and supplier, resulting in a growing need to develop governance around
expediting supplier payments, finding the right companies to do the
work, and oversee the onboarding and successful engagement of these
new companies.
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03. GRAND CENTRALIZATION STATION
Challenging Production Silos
PREDICTION:

Centers of Excellence will be expected to deliver tangible value for today’s
marketing organizations, accomplished by achieving synchronicity across
media, creative, production, data, and technology.
More focus will be directed towards innovation, collaboration, and
flexibility to support growing content creation needs. This will lead to a
higher demand for procurement tools such as production data collection
solutions, RFP tools, and bidding tools. As a result, brands will be more
empowered in their sourcing decisions - choosing the best content
creation partners based on data and professional experiences.
Brands that have taken more work in-house may benefit from
outsourcing specializations, services, and skills that aren’t being met by
in-house talent. This allows in-house teams to increase efficiencies while
maintaining ownership of the work.

5 PRONGS OF CONTENT CREATION

MEDIA

CREATIVE

PRODUCTION

DATA

TECHNOLOGY
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CONTEXT:

Content creation during COVID-19 proved to marketers that “if there is a
will, there is a way” to produce. Creative and production teams were
willing to compress production timelines to get their messages out in
meaningful ways. Content had to be produced unconventionally; time
was no longer a luxury, and perfection was no longer a requisite,
particularly for assets with shorter shelf life. Repurposing existing footage
became acceptable.
In 2020, many advertisers took the leap and produced content directly
with production suppliers (if they hadn’t done so before the pandemic), to
save time and money. In 2021, this is leading to more confidence in
alternative approaches and unorthodox production models. We are
seeing rapid innovations by production partners as they work with
marketers to create value through newer, more agile solutions.

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN
(2019)

1 DAY

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN
(2021)

1 HOUR
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TREND:

Due to the need for speed, brands are exploring automated production
tools, such as Content Management Platforms (CMP) and Dynamic
Content Optimization (DCO) tools to drive production efficiencies needed
to meet demands for agility and scalability.
Traditional production (triple bid through an agency) is still occurring,
however, there is a greater need for technology to produce content at
scale through other models:
•

There is an increased demand for copy/design generated by artificial
intelligence. For example, Snazzy.ai which generates content in
minutes for Google Ads, FB ads, landing pages, emails, blog posts, etc.

•

Another example is Pixlee, a platform that automatically collects and
curates consumer- and influencer-generated content across multiple
social media channels using hashtags. It then requests and collects
permissions to use that content via a CRM before publishing, while
allowing you to track the performance of your content to make datadriven marketing decisions.

Hello [fName]…

Dynamic Content Optimization (DCO) works by delivering
different (dynamic) content to different users to maximize
the likelihood of a consumer purchase.
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04. CLICK “REFRESH” ON PRODUCTION
Challenging Traditional Production
PREDICTION:

“The content creation industry landscape has changed definitively,” says
APR’s Founder & CEO, “and with that comes the opportunity to test new
content creation models.”
More focus will be directed towards innovation, collaboration and flexibility
to support growing content creation needs. This will lead for a higher
demand for procurement teams to improve their processes and use of tools
to assist marketing organizations. As a result, brands will be more
empowered in their sourcing decisions – choosing the best content
creation partners.
In-house creative and production teams will become a priority for those
brands wanting to maintain control and improve production efficiencies.
Getting the balance right between in-house teams and external
creative/production partners will be the biggest challenge of 2021, and likely
for the foreseeable future.
Brands should expect that reduced timelines with faster approval processes
are here to stay in creative development and content production. Daily
scrums with fewer revisions will become a requirement to keep things
moving. Real-time data dashboards will be useful to support data-informed
decisions.
Video content will be a central requirement for social media, influencer, and
ecommerce marketing. Remote post-production through the support of
virtual video villages will remain a popular approach to content creation
while freeing-up valuable resources by mitigating overhead and travel
costs.
This increased coordination will result in a new emphasis on overall
production management through integrator roles. These integrators will be
accountable for project coordination and asset production processes.
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CONTEXT:

As marketers lean in to take more control of their content creation, they
are learning that the role their agencies play to find, vet and empower
production suppliers in the eco-system is critical to their successes.
Marketing organizations recognize the importance of matching the right
partner to the work and are expanding their content creation eco-system
to include more specialties agencies and creative production partners.
Keeping up with the agency and production company landscapes is
challenging as new companies are being born and older companies are
evolving their models to support the modern-day marketer. Marketing
procurement professionals are often charged with deciding where to
send RFPs and with whom to produce their content, and the list of
companies willing to do the work is getting longer and longer. This is
leading to an increase in project-based work as brands experiment with
companies and shift some work away from traditional AORs.

?
Ask your team:
• How do we find the right company to complete our work?
• How do we optimize the vendor onboarding process to get our
vendors producing faster/more efficiently?
• How do we manage the process for going off-roster?
• How do we analyze the volume of our engagements to select
the right partners?
• How do we optimize our partnerships beyond the bid?
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TREND:

Marketing organizations are embracing the concept of fit-for-purpose
partner work, matchmaking their specific needs and expanding their
production models to include multiple specialized external partners.
Brands are continually searching for the balance between their core
partners and a flexible content creation ecosystem. This essentially
means finding a balance between retainer and project work. This is
nothing new, but the sheer acceleration of finding the right balance is
significant in 2021.
The need for greater efficiencies in content creation is resulting in
suppliers pitching directly -as opposed to pitching through – agencies.
The challenge is now determining how to accelerate the vetting,
contracting, onboarding, and payment processes for new suppliers in this
modern ecosystem.

Prioritize flexible models that give you the ability to
quickly “plug-and-play” alternative solutions
when needed with efficiency and ease.
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05. FIT-FOR-PURPOSE PARTNERS
Challenging Partner Capabilities & Seeking Efficiencies
PREDICTION:

Marketing organizations will challenge partners and suppliers to continue
innovating their service capabilities in order to truly support performance
and growth.
In that same vein, there will be a higher demand for proper resource
management and a need to accelerate the sourcing and onboarding of
content creators, production partners, and suppliers.
We are excited about this prediction. Marketing procurement will be
open to packaged solutions and more willing to negotiate for a
committed volume of work in order to explore new models and create
efficiencies within their ecosystem.
Most importantly, we predict a substantial amount of frustration with the
RFP process. Did you know that it takes almost a year to source, vet, and
onboard new companies into an existing traditional ecosystem? That is an
entire year before your company realizes any of the desired benefits
through this relationship. This is an unacceptable metric, and we expect
to see rapid innovation in this area to ensure that results begin accruing
much earlier.
PARTNER ONBOARDING

SOURCING

VETTING

ONBOARDING/
WORKING

ONE YEAR ON AVERAGE
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CONTEXT:

The COVID-19 crisis constricted every marketer’s budget, forcing brands
to make the most out of their spend – reusing existing assets and rapidly
repurposing them to create new content.
2020 proved to marketers that repurposed content can be incredibly
effective. “Scrappy production works!” says Ron Hacohen, APR’s Brand
Executive Producer.
Brands are centralizing their rights management, taking ownership of
their rights strategy across all external creative and production partners
to more efficiently track rights and utilize existing assets .

OPTIMIZE THE LIFETIME VALUE OF YOUR CONTENT
BY RECYCLING ASSETS WHEN POSSIBLE

ADOPT – ADAPT - CREATE
By planning your content production with a usage rights
strategy and an ability to track those rights, you’ll increase
the recyclability of the assets you produce.
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TREND:

With increased digitalization, brands are requiring and accumulating
more digital assets than ever before. This is why it is crucial for brands to
implement an effective Digital Asset Management (DAM) system in 2021.
Brands are placing more emphasis on creating engaging content with
fewer resources and repurposing content across multiple channels. We
are witnessing an increased utilization of existing content libraries for
projects that would have required new productions in the past.
Asset libraries - and asset librarians - will become central components of
successful production strategies.

DIGITAL ASSET LIFECYCLE
A solid digital asset management
system stores the following assets in
a secure, organized environment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Logos
Design Files
Product Images
Still Images
Video Footage
Stock Images
Audio Files
Copy
& All Final Assets

CREATE
MANAGE
DISTRIBUTE
RETRIEVE
ARCHIVE
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06. DAM IT! ENOUGH IS ENOUGH
Challenging Digital Asset Management
PREDICTION:

Brands do not want to be caught off-guard again after the pandemic. We
predict a significant increase in marketing organizations centralizing the
entirety of their brand assets, either through a third party or their inhouse teams. This management of assets will help marketers drive agility,
flexibility, and control costs associated with rights management and
production. This will also drastically improve awareness of assets available
and reduce redundancies in production across multiple agencies and
suppliers in the content creation ecosystem
Improved accountability and processes around Digital Asset
Management systems will offer greater control of a brand’s existing
assets, thus increasing the lifetime value (LTV) and ROI of that content.
Accordingly, marketers must regularly assess their current DAM
processes for increased efficiencies - especially in connecting DAM to
automation tools.

DAM SOFTWARE BENEFITS

Accelerate Time to Market

Increase Return on Investment

Allow Reuse and Repurpose

Reduce/Remove Agency Fees

Optimize Brand Consistency

Maximize Asset Utilization

Improve Asset Visibility &
insights

Improve Customer
Experience
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CONTEXT:

COVID-19 created a drastic demand for more detailed production data.
Brands needed to understand where every dollar of their marketing
budgets were going in order to make informed decisions and generate as
much ROI as possible during the strain of shutdowns. This level of analysis
and accountability will prevail post-COVID due to the increase in digital
demand.
During 2020, sustainability and DE&I also became crucial points of focus
for many brands. Consequently, brands are seeking more data in these
areas - including calculating carbon footprints and capturing data on
diversity (in front of and behind the camera), and other KPIs to reach their
goals.
In the past, production was only a small part of the marketing investment
(10-24%, depending on local vs. global brands). Now, in this world of digital
acceleration, production can account for double this or more, depending
on the media mix.
Production is now considered more upstream in the planning stages.
Brands seek to work more efficiently to make the most of their budgets to
meet their content needs.
PRODUCTION AS A % OF MARKETING BUDGET
(Depending on Media Mix)
(Source: APR Historical Data)

TRADITIONAL

MODERN

10-24%

30% +
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TREND:

There will be a need for production data collection and procurement
tools, such databases, RFP, and bidding software. There are several
companies around the globe already spearheading innovation in this
area, including :
•
•
•

ARIBA: RFP Solution
• ARIBA is a procurement and supply chain cloud solution with
centralized spend reporting.
ABID from AICP
• The AICP introduced a bidding tool late last spring to organize
the bidding process.
APR’s ACERO
• Introduced last January, ACERO is a governed, scalable, and
iterable solution to the complexity of gathering and analyzing
global content creation data.

There is a greater need to track metrics for both sustainability and DE&I
initiatives in content creation. Sustainability is high on the post-covid
agenda. To comply with corporate social responsibilities and countryspecific legislation, brands need tools like the Carbon Calculator that
AdGreen is developing in the UK. (APR is one of seven founding members
of this initiative to rally the industry around sustainable production
practices.)
Data collection tools for DE&I are also in high demand to ensure there is
equal representation throughout the creative & media supply chain
(Marketers > Agencies > Production Companies/Crews > Media Providers).
There are incredible initiatives already leading the charge in DE&I:
•
•
•
•

Streetlights Production Assistant Program
AICP’s Double the Line initiative
Free the Work collecting DE&I data – pivoting to tech offering
And many more, helping to create a more diverse industry.
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07. INFORMATION IN FORMATION
Challenging Data Strategy Inclusive of Production
PREDICTION:

Data will finally be a fundamental component for every organization’s
content creation strategy. We will know precisely how much each asset
costs, how well it performs, and what’s required to optimize future
iterations.
There will be a heightened demand for the development of customized
data collection tools and dashboards to aggregate reporting across
multiple platforms.

DEFINE THE TOTAL COST OF EVERY SINGLE
ASSET YOU PRODUCE

CREATIVE
PRODUCTION
TALENT
DISTRIBUTION

CREATIVE
PRODUCTION
TALENT
DISTRIBUTION
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The advertising industry has transformed, and we are all seeking a “Better
Normal;” the old way of doing things isn’t enough for the modern
marketer. Now is the time to challenge everything in order to become
better at creating content at scale. The modern marketer will work to find
balance between external creative and production partners and their inhouse teams to be more agile, faster and effective. Efficient content
creation requires synchronicity across many companies in the ecosystem.
We hope this information has served as a starting point for reimagining
what is possible when you assess and optimize your content capabilities.
There is no one way to achieve this and the processes and tools in your
ecosystem need to be evaluated and nurtured consistently.
This white paper was created from the insights of APR’s 200+ Subject
Matter Experts around the globe. These experts are trained to optimize
content creation processes for global and regional brands across many
industries. Please consider setting up a consultation to learn more about
how APR can help you optimize your content creation by clicking the
button below:

REQUEST A FREE CONTENT CREATION CONSULTATION
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Advertising Production Resources
About APR & APR’s Global Campus
A global, women-owned and women-led business, Advertising Production
Resources (APR) is a content creation optimization consultancy that helps
marketers modernize and maximize their creative production ecosystems.
APR’s ‘GLOBAL CAMPUS’ provides on-site and virtual training to
Advertisers, Agencies and Industry Associations interested in improving
their team’s production knowledge, an essential component in optimizing
the production process. APR is a faculty member of the Association of
National Advertisers (ANA) on the subject of advertising production and a
partner to the World Federation of Advertisers (WFA). For more
information, please visit www.aprco.com.

APR Disclaimer
The points of view and information contained in this document are those
of APR and do not necessarily reflect an industry-wide point of view. APR
cannot accept responsibility for any loss incurred by any person acting or
refraining from action as a result of the material in this document.
APR provides its clients with business and industry related advice and best
practices in relation to its dealings with agencies, vendors and other third
parties. Any APR services, advice, practices or processes are not intended
as legal or tax advice and APR will not be liable for the misuse of the
information contained in this white paper. Instead, all information and
content contained herein are for general informational purposes only.
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